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Monopoly Game Procedures
Introduction
These are the Game Procedures for MONOPOLY (the “Game”).
When the Game is played, the Rules for Scratchcard Games (“the Rules”),
the Game Specific Rules and these Procedures apply. The Rules
can be viewed at Retailers and on the National Lottery website at
national-lottery.co.uk. The Game Specific Rules can be viewed on the
National Lottery website and on the Second Chance Draw website
at www.secondchancedraw.co.uk.
Any word or term in these Procedures that has a specific meaning
will have the meaning given to it in these Procedures or the Rules
(unless the context clearly indicates otherwise).
Game Name: “MONOPOLY”
Game Number: “0669”
Retail Sales Price: £2 per Scratchcard
There is a 1 in 4.24 overall chance of winning a Prize on each Scratchcard.
There are 20,906,640 Scratchcards in the initial print run of this Game.
As the Second Chance Draw (the “Draw”) is a raffle, the odds of winning
a Prize will vary depending on the number of entries in the Draw.
How to play and win
Main Game
The Play Area contains two sections, one headed ‘WINNING NUMBERS’ (the “WINNING NUMBERS Section”) and the
other headed ‘YOUR NUMBERS’ (the “YOUR NUMBERS Section”). There are two ‘
NUMBERS Section and eight motifs, one of each of the following;
‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’ motifs in the WINNING

’, (each a “MONOPOLY Motif”)

in the YOUR NUMBERS Section. The word ‘PRIZE’ (the “Prize Box”) also appears immediately below each MONOPOLY
Motif in the YOUR NUMBERS Section.
The owner of a Scratchcard will, providing the requirements of the Rules and these Procedures are met, win a Prize
if they reveal a Play Symbol with its matching Play Caption under the coating of the YOUR NUMBERS Section that
matches a Play Symbol with its matching Play Caption under the coating of the WINNING NUMBERS Section. The
Prize will be the amount of the Prize Symbol with its matching Prize Caption shown under the coating of the Prize Box
immediately below that Play Symbol.
The owner of a Scratchcard will, providing the requirements of the Rules and these Procedures are met, win a Prize if
they find a ‘

’ Play Symbol with its matching Play Caption under the coating of a MONOPOLY Motif in the YOUR

NUMBERS Section. The Prize will be the amount of the Prize Symbol shown with its matching Prize Caption under the
coating of the Prize Box for that ‘

’ Play Symbol.

The owner of a Scratchcard will, providing the requirements of the Rules and these Procedures are met, win a Prize
if they find a ‘

’ Play Symbol with its matching Play Caption under the coating of a Monopoly Motif in the YOUR

NUMBERS Section. The Prize will be double the amount of the Prize Symbol shown with its matching Prize Caption
under the coating of the Prize Box for that ‘

’ Play Symbol.

Players can win up to 8 times on a Scratchcard.
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Play Symbols and Play Captions for Main Game
Play
Symbols
Play
Captions

-ONE-

-TWO-

THREE

-FOUR

-FIVE

-SIX-

SEVEN

EIGHT

-NINE

-TEN-

ELEVEN

TWELVE

THRTN

FORTN

FIFTN

SIXTN

SEVTN

EIGHTN

NINTN

TWENTY

DOUBLE

-WIN-

Play
Symbols
Play
Captions
Play
Symbols
Play
Captions

Two Play Symbols with their matching Play Captions will appear under the coating of the WINNING NUMBERS Section.
Eight Play Symbols with their matching Play Captions will appear under the coating of the YOUR NUMBERS Section.
Only the Play Symbols and Play Captions can be used to play the Game.
Prize Symbols and Prize Captions for Main Game
Prize
Symbols
Prize
Captions

-TWO-

-FOUR

-FIVE

-TEN-

TWNTY

FORTY

-HUND

TWHUN

-THOU

FIVTH

HNTHO

One Prize Symbol with its matching Prize Caption will appear under the coating of each Prize Box in the YOUR
NUMBERS Section. Only one Prize Caption appears under each Prize Symbol. Only the Prize Symbol and its matching
Prize Caption can be used to confirm the amount of a Prize the Player may be entitled to.
Second Chance Draw
If You do not win a Prize in the Main Game, You will, providing the requirements of the Rules, the Game Specific Rules
and these Procedures are met, be entitled to enter the Draw. The Draw is a raffle draw with cash Prizes available to be
won, as shown in the Prizes table below.
To enter the Draw, You must follow the entry process on the Second Chance Draw website at www.secondchancedraw.
co.uk (the “Website”), and enter the 7-digit code which can be found under the coating of the Second Chance Draw
panel on the Scratchcard. You cannot enter a code from a Scratchcard that won a Prize in the Main Game.
For entry deadline and the date of the Second Chance Draw, ask your retailer or visit the Second Chance Draw Website.
All rules and information about entering the Draw, winning a Prize in the Draw and how to claim any Prize won in the
Draw, is set out in the Game Specific Rules for the Scratchcard. These are available to view on the Website.
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Prize Amounts, Number of Prizes and Odds
Prize amount

£2
£2
£4
£4
£4
£4
£5
£5
£10
£10
£10
£10
£10
£20
£20
£20
£20
£40
£40
£40
£40
£40
£40
£100
£100
£100
£100
£100
£200
£200
£200
£200
£1,000
£5,000
£100,000

£2 MR MONOPOLY
£4 MR MONOPOLY
£2 x 2
£2 DOUBLE
£5 MR MONOPOLY
£10 MR MONOPOLY
£4 + £4 MR MONOPOLY + £2
£5 DOUBLE
£2 x 5
(£5 + £5 MR MONOPOLY + £2 + [£2 MR MONOPOLY x 2] + £2 DOUBLE)
£10 DOUBLE
£10 + £4 + £4 MR MONOPOLY + £2
£40 MR MONOPOLY
£20 DOUBLE
£5 DOUBLE + £10 + £20
(£5 DOUBLE + £10 MR MONOPOLY + [£10 x 2])
([£5 MR MONOPOLY x 4] + [£5 x 4])
([£40 x 2] + £10 DOUBLE)
(£5 DOUBLE + £10 MR MONOPOLY + £10 DOUBLE + [£20 MR MONOPOLY x 2] + £20)
([£10 MR MONOPOLY x 3] + [£10 x 3] + £10 DOUBLE + £20)
(£40 + £20 + [£10 x 2] + [£5 MR MONOPOLY x 2] + £5 DOUBLE)
£100 MR MONOPOLY + £100
([£20 DOUBLE x 3] + [£40 x 2])
([£40 DOUBLE x 2] + £20 MR MONOPOLY + £20)

Number of prizes
at start of game
1,149,937
783,970
313,560
313,607
313,560
313,650
418,071
470,382
104,591
104,548
104,638
156,695
104,421
52,194
52,274
52,321
52,317
8,704
10,436
10,473
10,440
8,760
8,754
1,749
1,736
1,734
1,740
1,754
341
177
176
178
171
8
7

Approximate odds
at start of game
(1 in:)
19
27
67
67
67
67
51
45
200
200
200
134
201
401
400
400
400
2,402
2,004
1,997
2,003
2,387
2,389
11,954
12,043
12,057
12,016
11,920
61,310
118,117
118,788
117,454
122,262
2,613,330
2,986,663

Tolerance for
Odds of Winning
in event of a
further print run
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 5.00%
+/- 7.13%
+/- 7.13%
+/- 7.13%
+/- 7.13%
+/- 36.55%
+/- 36.55%

Second Chance Draw Prizes
Prize amount

Raffle Prizes
Available

£1,000
£5,000
£100,000

30
10
1

Second Chance
Draw
The odds of winning a
Second Chance Draw Prize
will vary depending on the
total number of entries in
the Second Chance Draw

Tolerance for
Odds of Winning
in event of a
further print run
+/- 17.67%
+/- 36.55%
+/- 36.55%

As Prizes are won, the number of Prizes available in each category will reduce. The Game can remain on sale after the
last top Prize has been claimed. To find out up-to-date Prize information visit www.national-lottery.co.uk or telephone
the National Lottery Line on 0845 9 100 000. Calls to the National Lottery line cost 2p per minute plus your service
provider’s access charge.
Prize value in the Game
The total value of Prizes in the Main Game in the initial print run of Scratchcards for the Game represents 66.24% of
the total face value of Scratchcards. The overall value of Prizes in the Main Game initial print run of Scratchcards for
the Game is £27,698,017.
The number of Prizes in the initial print run of Scratchcards for the Game relates to the number of Scratchcards
recorded on Camelot’s computer system and formally notified to the Gambling Commission before any Scratchcards
are sold. The details in these Procedures will not be revised to take into account any future sale or loss of Scratchcards,
future withdrawal of Scratchcards (where those Scratchcards are withdrawn by Camelot without knowledge of whether
they are Prize bearing Scratchcards), or additional print run(s) of Scratchcards for the Game. Camelot may print further
Scratchcards for this Game. If a further print run of Scratchcards for this Game is made, then, for the Scratchcards
produced in that further print run, the overall odds of winning a Prize at each Prize tier level will be, allowing for the
tolerance levels as specified in the table above, the same as in the initial print run of Scratchcards for the Game.
Please note that a further print run of the Scratchcards for this Game could result in the odds of winning a
Prize in the Second Chance Draw reducing if there are more entries into the Draw.
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General
In the event of any conflict between these Procedures and any other information issued by Camelot in relation to this
Game, these Procedures will take priority (except if any Game Specific Rules apply to this Game in which case they will
take priority over these Procedures).
Game Specific Rules for the Monopoly Scratchcard Second Chance Draw
These Game Specific Rules (the “Game Specific Rules”) apply to the Second Chance Draw (the “Draw”) on the
£2 MONOPOLY Scratchcard with Game Number 0669 (the “Scratchcard”) and apply in addition to the Rules for
Scratchcard Games (the “Rules”) and the MONOPOLY Game Procedures (“the “Procedures”).
If there is any conflict between these documents, the Game Specific Rules will take priority, followed by the
Procedures and the Rules, unless the Rules say otherwise.
These Game Specific Rules and all Rules and Procedures are available on the Site, by calling the National Lottery
Line on 0845 9 100 000 (for Retail Rules and Retail Procedures) (please see the Telephone Enquiries section for call
charges), or by writing to The National Lottery, PO BOX 251, Watford WD18 9RN. The Rules and Procedures are also
available at Retailers.
All words and phrases in these Game Specific Rules that begin with a capital letter and have specific meaning are
explained in these Game Specific Rules or have the meaning given to them in the Rules or Procedures.
Entry into the Draw
1. If You have not won a Prize in the Match Winning Numbers to Your Numbers main game (the “Main Game”) on a
Scratchcard You own, You will, providing the requirements of the Procedures, the Rules and these Game Specific
Rules are met, be entitled to enter the Draw using that Scratchcard.
2. T
 o enter the Draw, You must follow the instructions on www.secondchancedraw.co.uk (the “Website”) and enter the
7-digit code from Your Scratchcard. The code can be found by scratching off the coating on the SECOND CHANCE
DRAW panel on the front of Your Scratchcard. Remember that You cannot enter a code from a Scratchcard if You
have won a Prize in the Main Game on that Scratchcard.
3. You must enter Your code(s) before 23:59:59 on 31st January 2016 to be entered into the Draw. Any entries that
have not been received by this time will not be entered into the Draw. You must be physically located in the UK or Isle
of Man when entering Your code into the Draw.
4. If You enter 5 incorrect codes in a row in any 24 hour period, You will be prevented from entering any further codes
for a 24 hour period. You may also be prevented from entering further codes if Camelot reasonably believes that
Your entries have not been made in good faith (including, for example, if Camelot believes You have entered codes
from Scratchcards You are not the rightful owner of).
5. You are responsible for entering Your code(s) correctly and Camelot will not be liable for any incorrect codes
entered. If You enter a code incorrectly and it is subsequently brought to Camelot’s attention, any Prize due for the
code You have entered may not be payable to You.
6. Camelot will confirm Your entry by emailing You at the address You provided during the entry process. The email will
contain confirmation of code You entered and will be Your proof of entry, so You should keep this email safe.
The Draw, the Prizes and the Odds of Winning
7. The Draw will take place on 2nd February 2016.
8. T
 he Prizes available to be won in the draw are: one Prize of £100,000, ten Prizes of £5,000, and thirty Prizes of £1,000.
9. If Your code matches all of the letters and numbers, in the exact order (reading from left to right), chosen in the Draw,
You will win a Prize, providing the requirements of the Procedures, the Rules and these Game Specific Rules are met.
10. If Your code matches the first code drawn, You will win the £100,000 Prize; if it matches one of the next ten codes
drawn, You will win a £5,000 Prize, and if it matches one of the next thirty codes drawn, You will win a £1,000 Prize,
all providing the requirements of the Procedures, the Rules and these Game Specific Rules are met.
11. The odds of winning a Prize will vary depending on the total number of entries in the Draw.
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Claiming Prizes
12. Camelot will notify You by email (using the email address You provided when You entered) within 48 hours of the
Draw taking place if You have won a Prize. Camelot will send a Prize Claim Form for You to complete with this email.
If You do not claim Your Prize within 30 days of the email being sent to You, Camelot will attempt to call You on the
phone number You provided when You entered the Draw. Camelot will not be liable if You suffer any kind of loss
as a result of Your contact details, including Your email address and phone number, being incorrect or changing.
Winning codes will also be displayed on the Website.
13. P
 rizes must be claimed before the end of the 180th day after the Draw (being 31st July 2016) and within the hours
set out in Rule 4.4 of the Rules (the “Claim Period”). Your entitlement to a Prize will be lost and the Prize will not be
paid if a Prize is not claimed within the Claim Period. Prizes cannot be claimed by phoning The National Lottery Line.
14. You are not required to provide Your Scratchcard in order to claim Your Prize, but may wish to do so. You will be
required to confirm the winning code You entered into the Draw and may be required by Camelot to provide the
confirmation email to prove Your entry. Camelot reserves the right to carry out checks to verify Your age and/or
identity (or to ask an authentication agency to carry out such checks) and to ask You for further documentation
to verify the same.
15. I f You are claiming a Prize of £1,000 or £5,000, You must send Your completed Prize Claim Form (You will need to
include Your winning entry code) by post to The National Lottery, PO Box 287, Watford WD18 9TT, in order to claim
Your Prize. The completed Prize Claim Form (with all relevant details) together with confirmation of Your winning
entry code must be received by Camelot at the address stated above during Camelot’s normal business hours*
within the Claim Period for the Draw.
*Camelot’s Watford Regional Centre’s normal business hours are 9am to 5.30pm Monday to Thursday and 9am to 5pm on Fridays (excluding Bank Holidays).

16. I f You are claiming the Prize of £100,000, You must claim Your Prize in person. You should phone the National
Lottery Line during its normal operating hours (see www.national-lottery.co.uk for these) to arrange an
appointment with Camelot, which must take place during the Claim Period. During the appointment, You will be
required to complete a Prize Claim Form (and provide Your winning entry code), confirm Your personal information
and provide proof of identity and age.
17. O
 nce Your Prize claim has been successfully validated in line with the requirements of the Rules, Procedures and
these Game Specific Rules, Camelot will pay You the Prize. For the avoidance of doubt, Camelot may withhold
payment of a Prize if it reasonably believes that You are not the rightful owner of the Scratchcard the winning entry
code relates to or if the winning code was entered in bad faith.
18. P
 rizes of £1,000 and £5,000 will be paid by cheque (at Your risk) and the Prize of £100,000 will be paid
(at Camelot’s option) by cheque, bank transfer or direct credit.
General
19. A
 ll personal data provided to Camelot (including the Personal Information) will be processed in line with the Data
Protection Act 1998 (the “DPA”). Personal data will be held and used by Camelot for the purposes set out in these
Game Specific Rules. Personal data may be transferred to a third party for the purposes of facilitating the Draw,
and/or to countries outside of the European Economic Area which may not have laws which offer similar protection
to that offered under the DPA and by entering the Draw You consent to such transfer and to the processing of Your
personal data in such countries for the purposes set out in these Game Specific Rules.
20. Camelot reserves the right to vary these Game Specific Rules at any time by serving notice on the Website or
The National Lottery website www.national-lottery.co.uk.
Law
21. T
 he relevant law for these Terms is English law, and any legal proceedings will be heard in the English courts.
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CONTACT TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES
TELEPHONE ENQUIRIES
National Lottery Line: 0845 9 100 000 (0370 737 3983 for complaints)
For the hard of hearing using Minicom equipment, please call 0370 737 8249.
Calls to the National Lottery Line cost 2p per minute plus your service provider’s access charges. Calls to 0370
numbers from a BT land line are charged at your calling plan’s standard network rate. Mobile and other providers’
charges may vary.
POSTAL ENQUIRIES		
The National Lottery		
PO Box 251, Watford, WD18 9BR

POSTAL CLAIMS
The National Lottery
PO Box 287, Watford, WD18 9TT

E-MAIL			WEBSITE
help@national-lottery.co.uk
national-lottery.co.uk
NATIONAL LOTTERY REGIONAL CENTRE ADDRESSES
WATFORD (Camelot’s registered office)
The National Lottery Tolpits Lane Watford, Hertfordshire WD18 9RN
Tel: 01923 425000
LIVERPOOL
The National Lottery, Unit 5 Tiger Court, Kings Drive Kings Business Park, Prescot, Knowsley, Liverpool L34 1BH
Tel: 0151 236 1796
© Gambling Commission 2015
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